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In This Corner … The Undisputed Champion
Big Green Egg Raises the Bar with Big Green Egg XXL –
the Largest High-Performance Ceramic Cooker Available Today
(Atlanta, Georgia)

Often acclaimed for its product quality, industry leading patented designs

and technological innovations, Big Green Egg has further solidified its position as the undisputed
category leader with the launch of the Big Green Egg XXL, the largest capacity high-performance
ceramic grill in production today. Big Green Egg XXL was announced and unveiled to the world
at HPBA Expo 2013 in Orlando, Florida.
Although the EGG is currently offered in five popular and versatile sizes, the introduction of the
prototype “EGGzilla” several years ago made the company aware of demand for an even larger
model. In response to consumer interest, research and development began immediately to
address the challenge of creating not just a larger and even more versatile EGG, but one that
would perform as flawlessly as the company’s other models. When the testing was final and
the quality standards of the company were met … and exceeded, the result was an EGG that
would surpass anything available on the market today for size, performance, quality and versatility.
But especially the size!

Large enough to roast a whole hog, 20 racks of ribs or 40 burgers, the Big Green Egg XXL is a
culinary tool unlike any other! Chefs and backyard grillers alike will be astonished to see a stainless
steel cooking grid that measures 29.25 inches / 74.3 cm in diameter for a whopping 672 square
inches / 4336 cm2 of cooking area. Like all EGGs in the Big Green Egg family, the XXL EGG can
handle virtually any cooking need, from cooking low and slow for hours to flash searing at ultra
high temperatures. As fans have come to expect, the XXL accommodates numerous EGGcessories
designed exclusively for the EGG — including a XXL Plate Setter — utilizing the full versatility of the
EGG and making culinary possibilities endless. Its patented components and state-of-the-art
ceramic technologies provide the best cooking results and will not deteriorate over time. And, of
course, as the XXL is constructed from the same ultra high-quality ceramics as the other five EGG
sizes, it comes with the same best-in-class limited lifetime warranty.
Like every other EGG, the Big Green Egg XXL is simple to start, and quickly reaches cooking
temperature in just minutes. With proven and accurate temperature controls, you can grill, bake,
roast and smoke to precision. However, what has been noted as most remarkable of all about the
XXL is the new patent-pending hinge design that allows easy one-handed operation of opening or
closing the distinctive green dome.
The XXL will be made available as a Limited Edition in 2013 at selected dealers around the world.
Big Green Egg XXL will be available in full distribution in 2014.

About the Big Green Egg
The Big Green Egg Company was founded by Ed Fisher more than 30 years ago as he set out to develop a
modernized version of an ancient Asian cooker for the culinary marketplace. Not satisfied with the shortlived materials and marginal thermal properties of a typical kamado grill, Fisher made a decision to create
the very best outdoor cooker, period. This unique product, the Big Green Egg, now manufactured from
advanced ceramic materials, is widely acclaimed as the best outdoor cooker in the world with legions of fans
(known as EGGheads) in over twenty-five countries. Often copied, never matched … there is only one,
original Big Green Egg — The Ultimate Cooking Experience!®

